


Your favorite Ale on tap; a Personalised Cocktail list 
bespoke to your taste; a f ine selection of Whiskey to 
keep the father-in-law happy. These are only a few of 
the things that should be an essential for any wedding 
bar but unfortunately all too often this isn’t the case. 
Ridged menus with limited flexibility and drinks 
prices of extortionate proportions is what we have 
come to expect. But why should you have to settle? 
The mission of the Yorkshire Bartender is to break 
away from the normality of wedding bars. We offer 
a wedding bar that is tailored specif ically to your 
preferences; a menu, which features affordable drinks 
prices; and a selection of high quality Cocktails, 
Liquors, Wines, Draught Beer and Ales.

Included in our wedding hire is; a bar, perfect for 
a marquee, barn, tepee or woodland wedding; bar 
equipment, including cocktail shakers, beer pumps, 
paper straws; a wide range of high quality glassware; 
a completely bespoke drinks menu; and experienced 
bartenders to run your wedding bar smoothly.

MOBILE BAR HIRE ACROSS YORKSHIRE

“I found the Yorkshire Bartender on the internet and 
he was great from the offset, whether that be replying 
to emails, tailoring our bespoke cocktail menu, 
helping us plan the bar for our big day or calming 
down a crazy bride-to-be!”  Charlotte Allen





When we say all our menus are bespoke, we mean it! 
We have no set menu. Every single menu we create 
for a wedding is done from scratch, so if there is 
a certain cocktail, spirit, lager or ale you want at 
your event then we will do our best to source it for 
you. However, if you are not too sure, we will make 
suggestions and let you know what our best sellers are 
based on your tastes. On booking us we will send over 
a questionnaire for you and your partner to f ill in 
from there produce a personalised menu for your day.

On top of running a fantastic bar for your wedding, 
we can also arrange all the other little things such as 
arrival or toast drinks and table wine. Why not have 
a decanter of a cocktail of your choice for people to 
serve themselves; or instead of arrival prosecco why 
not have an arrival cocktail or sparkling cocktail. If 
you want something a little different then please just 
ask. No request is too big (or small).

IT ’S ALL IN THE DETAIL

“Honestly can’t rate Callum and team enough. Every stage 
from planning of event to service on the night was done to 
the highest standard, and we’ve had nothing but compliments 
about the superb cocktails that were put on for us from all our 
guest. If you go with the Yorkshire bartender for your event, 
you will not be disappointed.” - Marc Gales









We are proud to offer superb drink options to 
accompany food ; compliment canapes and impress 
with cocktails. Whilst we offer superb set drinks 
packages, our realtionships with some of the top 
drink suppliers in the UK provides us with the abilty 
to upgrade and personally design packages for you

Our standed reception and table drinks is as follows. 
we offer a besposke and personal package which 
focuses on quality at a very competitive price of £13  
per person which for each guest includes;

• A Reception drink – Bottle of Beer/ Prosecco/ 
Cocktail

• Half a bottle of wine
• Toast Drink
• And water

DRINKS PACKAGES

“A f irst class service from beginning to end with 
an excellent selection of drinks. The bar staff 
were brilliant, they did a fantastic job and were an 
entertaining addition to the party. I would def initely 
use the company again at any future event.” - Sue 
Tennant





Like what you hear so far? I imagine you are 
wondering how much all this will cost you. Our bar 
hire is run on a minimum spend of £1500. If for 
any reason the spend was under the £1500 threshold 
you would just be charged the difference! Our hire 
includes;

A consutlation meeting over coffee

Bar set up at least a day before the event

6ft Stainless Steel Bar with bar fronts to match your 
theme, Back Bar and Fridges. 

Printed Bespoke Menus for the bar and your tables

Glassware for the bar

Rubbish Disposal

So if you have got this far we hope we may have 
ticked a few (or all) of your boxes and you may now 

want to know how to book us? The booking process 
is relatively easy. We ask for the; £200 booking fee to 
secure your booking.

The next steps

Once you have booked the Yorkshire Bartender you 
will receive conf irmation of your booking along 
with our wedding questionnaire, which we ask you 
and your partner to f ill in. You will then receive 
your bespoke wedding menu 2 months prior to your 
wedding. Any revisions to the menu will be then 
be made before agreeing a f inalised menu a month 
before the wedding. Additionally we are contactable 
at any point during the lead up to your wedding. 
Have you tasted a new cocktail you’d like to add to 
the menu? Got a question regarding timings? Or 
maybe you’re just unsure on something and want 
some clarif ication. We always have time for our bride 
and grooms!

WHATS THE COST

“Callum and his team are fantastic cocktail makers and our guests 
were loving every minute! His team bring a happy vibe with them as 
they dance away to the music whilst pouring a cool pint or mixing a 
cocktail! We cannot thank Callum and his team enough for making our 
day so personal and perfect to us!! We would highly recommend him 
and his team!!” - Emily Drew



Our converted Land Rover Defender has now become 
a fully functional Mobile Bar! The Yorkshire Explorer 
is the brainchild of the Yorkshire Bartender Company 
– Yorkshire’s leading mobile bar service. As an old Ex 
Utility vehicle we have Brought this unloved vehicle 
back to life.  Traveling across the UK no location 
is too remote for the Yorkshire Bartender. We can 
provide your guests with reception drinks. Whether 
it’s Prosecco, Craft Beer, Espresso Martini or even an 
Aperol Spritz – all drinks are served directly from our 
Defender!

Our Land Rover cocktail van is always supplied with 
cocktail bartenders and we are able to create bespoke 
menus for your event. A bar can be placed in front of 
the Land Rover (which would act as a back bar) and 
is brand neutral which enables it to be easily branded 
or themed if required for any event or activity.        

We hold full public liability insurance along with 
the required licences permitting us to serve/supply 
alcohol.

We add that extra special feature bar to any event by 
delivering a unique and stylish event bar service.

The Yorkshire Explorer offers: 2.2 metre bar, a Land 
Rover Defender back bar display with the capacity for 
up to 26 x 70cl bottles, 24kg ice well, 2 draught tap 
and speed rail.

The Yorkshire Explorer is now available to hire for 
weddings, private parties, corporate events and much 
more. If you would like to f ind out more please 
contact us. 

INTRODUCING THE YORKSHIRE EXPLORER



hello@yorkshirebartender.com   07488 317 655  www.yorkshirebartender.com  


